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Abstract: Long-term computations for the industrial induction channel furnace (ICF) with 
different designs of the channel – symmetrical and asymmetrical with one expressly widened 
branch – have been performed. The turbulent heat and mass exchange in the melt is calculated 
using a 3D electromagnetic (EM) model and a 3D transient Large Eddy Simulation (LES) 
approach. Low frequency oscillations of the temperature maximum and its position in the ICF 
channel are considered. Melt flow patterns in characteristic cross-sections of the channel are 
presented. Oscillations of instantaneous velocity in near wall region between two oppositely 
directed time-averaged melt vortices are obtained and qualitative distributions of turbulent 
kinetic energy for re-circulated flows in different MHD devices are compared. Lagrangian 
particles tracks and particles clouds distributions after particles injection in ICF bath and 
channel are considered.   
 
1. Introduction 
 

The induction channel furnace (ICF) is industrial metallurgical equipment with high 
electrical and thermal efficiency and is used for melting, holding and casting of metals and 
alloys. Local overheating in the channel and damages like erosion, clogging and infiltration of 
the ceramic lining in the channel may lower the safety of ICF operation. The way to minimize 
these known problems is the choice of efficient regimes of melt circulation in ICF channel to 
provide controlled intensification of turbulent heat exchange in this type of MHD devices. 

As high temperature and flow velocity of the melt are extremely limiting the possibilities 
of experimental investigations of the heat and mass transfer in ICF channel, the mathematical 
modelling based on Large Eddy Simulation (LES) approach is chosen for prediction of 3D 
transient temperature and velocity fields in ICF. In authors’ previous works [1] the validity of 
LES approach has been verified by means of experimental and computational results’ 
comparison obtained using experimental setups [2] and ICF models. Then verified LES 
approach has been applied for industrial ICF including long-term computations which have 
been performed for the first time [3]. 

The current paper continues the long-term LES study of industrial ICF and presents the 
newest results of numerical simulation including particles transport for ICF with various 
designs of the channel that means with one expressly widened branch of channel and with 
symmetrical channel’s geometry. 
 
2. Temperature maximum and its position in ICF channel 
 

Maximum values Tmax of instantaneous temperature in the ICF with widened channel are 
shown in Fig. 1 (left), which are plotted using 29 000 points, i.e. every 0.005 s of the flow 
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time in the range 0–145 s (fields initial distributions at t = 0 s corresponds to k-ε model). The 
Cartesian coordinate system for calculating the central angle α of the Tmax position is shown 
in Fig. 2. Fast Fourier Transform (FFT) analysis for α fluctuations shown in Fig. 1 (right) is 
performed for 145 s time series signals with 1 Hz resolution. The selected time resolution is 
sufficient to determine main periods of the low-frequency oscillations for α. 

 

  
Figure 1. ICF with widened channel: maximum temperature Tmax [K] and the angle α [º] of 
its position, flow time t=0−145 s (left); FFT analysis for α, flow time t=40−145 s (right). 
 

The value of Tmax is stabilized at ∼1804 K with ±2 K deviations (Fig. 1, left). The Tmax 

position, when system have forgotten about initial conditions, t.i. after t ∼ 40 s, is mainly in 

the channel branch with largest cross-section area with very short presence (t ∼ 85, 135, 

140 s) in the left branch (α is from 0º till −40º). The period of the low-frequency oscillations 

of Tmax position is 53 s (Fig. 1, right). Note, that in symmetrical ICF [3] long-term oscillation 
are obtained both for Tmax value and its position with period 161 s for flow time t = 380–700 s. 
 
3. Velocity and temperature fields, turbulent characteristics 
 

The distributions of time-averaged (flow time t = 65–145 s) transient velocity and 
temperature field in characteristic cross-sections of ICF with widened channel branch are 
shown at Fig. 2. For all channel cross-sections the averaged flow patterns consist of two 
oppositely directed vortices with approximately equal intensity. Maximum value of velocity 

∼1.7 m/s is reached in channel outlets (Fig. 2, z = 0.395 m) to the throat.   

The areas of maximum values of the averaged turbulent pulsations of y-component of 
velocity, which is the main contributor to total turbulent kinetic energy, for all channel cross-
sections are placed between two oppositely directed vortices near the wall as shown at Fig. 2 
for z=0.395 m. 

The similar flows structure and turbulent viscosity or turbulent kinetic energy distribution 
may be found in several MHD devices with so called re-circulated flows, which are forced by 
induced EM forces concentrated in thin skin layer – crucible induction furnace [4, Fig. 9b], 
induction furnace [5, Fig. 5 right] and [6, Fig. 9b]. 

As to instantaneous velocity, the LES computed distribution (Fig. 3, left) in near wall mesh 
point between two oppositely directed vortices (Fig. 2, z = 0.395 m, outlet of channel left 
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branch) is similar to experimental distributions for induction furnace [6, Fig. 6]. Time-averaged 
velocity’s value in selected mesh point is only 1.3 cm/s. The FFT spectra for velocity (Fig. 3, 
right) are the similar to FFT spectra for experimental velocity [6, Fig. 8] as well. 

The result of this qualitative comparison may be interpreted as universal regularity for re-
circulation flows with interaction of two oppositely vortices. 

 
 

 
Figure 2. ICF with widened channel, flow time t = 65–145 s. 
Averaged velocity field for y = 0; z = 0.465 m; α = 0°; α = ±90°; z = 0.395 m (left and right 
channel outlets). Averaged turbulent pulsations of y-component of velocity for z = 0.395 m 
(outlets of channel left branch). Averaged temperature field for y = 0. 

 

  
Figure. 3. ICF with widened channel, flow time t = 65–145 s, outlet of channel left branch 
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(z = 0.395 m), near wall mesh point (-0.0907; 0; 0.395) between two oppositely directed 
vortices: y-component of instantaneous velocity yv  (left) and FFT analysis for yv  (right). 
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Figure 4. ICF with widened channel: distribution of 25000 particles cloud for t = 100 s 
(a,b) and t = 145 s (c,d) in side (a,c) and top (b,d) views; track of single Lagrangian 
particle in the side (a) and top (b) views for flow time t = 95–145 s 
 
4. Particle clouds distributions and Lagrangian particles tracks 
 

The LES study has been performed for particles transport in industrial ICF with widened 
and symmetrical channel using authors’ experience for induction furnaces [7]. The parameters 
of injected clouds’ and Lagrangian particles are the following: electrical conductivity σp=0 
(EM force acting on each particle is defined according to [8]); diameter dp=0.1 mm; density 
ρp=1.6·103 kg/m3 

≈ 1/4 ρmelt (cloud in ICF with widened channel) or density ρp=5.3·103 kg/m3 
≈ 

≈ 3/4 ρmelt (other cases). Particles Reynolds number Rep~10–50; Stokes number St~3·10-4–3·10-2. 
The modelling of two processes is performed: 
i) Distribution of impurities infiltrated into the melt due to erosion of channel ceramic 

lining. It is necessary ~5 s for the first particles of cloud “injected” in the lower point of the 
channel to leave the channel and to reach the throat (Fig. 4,a,b), but travelling to the bath of 
~80% of particles (see relative number of particles in ten horizontal layer of equal thickness) 
have taken ~50 s (Fig. 4,c,d). The track of the most “dexterous” particle is shown at Fig. 4 (e,f). 
The particles migration is furthered by their lightness in comparison with the melt. 

ii) Homogenization of alloying additions after its injection into the melt. The estimated 
time to reach approximately uniform alloying addition distribution in the bath is ~125 s 
(Fig. 5,a,b,c). The most particles, which are lighter than the melt, remain in the bath, but the 
most “dexterous” particles reach the lower point of the channel (Fig. 5,d) or even return to the 
bath after travelling along the channel from the left outlet to the right. 
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 There is the tendency that lighter particles ρp
 
≈ 1/4 ρmelt (Fig. 4,c) are gathering faster in 

the upper layer of the bath – compare with ρp ≈ 3/4 ρmelt (Fig. 5,a). 
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Figure 5. ICF with symmetrical channel: 16000 particles cloud at t = 125 s for both side 
views (a,b) as well as angular distribution (c); initial cloud distribution at t = 10 s is high-
lighted (a,b,c); paths (d,e) of two selected Lagrangian particles for flow time t = 10–555 s 
 
5. Conclusions 
 

Performed long-term computations have shown the effectiveness of LES approach 
application for predictions of wide spectra of instantaneous and time-averaged characteristics 
of turbulent heat and mass exchange and particle transport for wide range of flow time in 
industrial induction channel furnaces with various channel design. 
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